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About This Game

A spaceship is returning to homeplanet Nibiru, when it gets attacked by hostile ships. There is no choice but to destroy them and
return home.

Fly for a spaceship and destroy enemy alien ships to return to your homeplanet – Nibiru

Key features:
-Retro pixel style

-Simple gameplay(Just fly in left and right and destroy all enemies)
-2 Modes: Survival and levels

-Good soundtrack
-Good time killer

-Steam achievements

About modes:
1) Survial mode - your task is to survive as long as possible and destroy as many enemies ships as possible

2) Levels mode - your task is destroy all enemies on level(In game include 10 levels)

Controls:
"A" - to fly in left

"D" - to fly in right
"Spacebar" - to shoot

"R" - to restart
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"Escape" - to exit in menu(If you play on level or in survial) or close game(If you in menu)
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Title: Pixel Space Battles
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nikita "Ghost_RUS"
Publisher:
Ghost_RUS Games
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i really like it but the music drives me insane, can't play longer than 5 minutes...no option to turn it off, or i just can't find it..
dude i really wish there were a more in depth journal and a map, would really help a lot. Why the hell do I have
this♥♥♥♥♥♥game in my library?!. Gran Vitreous is a highly polished, FAST paced 2d twin stick space shooter with rogue
light elements and a deep skill tree\/level up system(say that once fast). It's got lots of loot and great graphics with tons of
mesmerizing particle effects. Catchy tunes and punchy sound effects. GV also has fantastic writing and complex yet streamlined
RPG style menus and UI. Addictive and highly recommended.. some challenging puzzels, ok story line, graphics could of been
better.. \u00a340.

No campaign of any kind.

I picked this up on discount, but If I payed full price for this, i'd be pretty miffed. Yea the plane is detailed, so are others, that
offer more, like the Mig21.Or entire games like Cliffs Of Dover that are now \u00a312.. Starts very good and gets very boring
and uninteresting mid game and ends oddly
characters has a good depth and overall atmosphere is good
6\/10. REALLY enjoying playing this physics puzzler. The concept is to simply reach the exit door using the available objects,
buttons & switches in each level. Not too difficult to solve- tho I'm only on level 6\/30 & expect the difficulty to increase...
Simple but effective 3D graphics here. And the same price as a bar of chocolate. RECOMMENDED for puzzlers.. i normally
don't play violent or gory games, but a friend recommended this to me really highly and yeah it turns out it's one of the best
games ever made. it centres itself around some of the most difficult subjects that there are, and absolutely rises to that
challenge. it really doesn't pull any punches and that could've been such a disaster if it'd been lacking in sensitivity or
compassion, but instead it manages to create something incredibly unique, moving and cathartic.. I like this game. It's really cool
how you can create and customize your char. I like how you can play a male or female char. There were alot of cool clothes and
crazy hair styles to choose from. I especially enjoyed the monkey mask :) The music was really enjoyable in all the different
parts of the game. I found the art work to be really unique and good. There is alot of missing parts in the city still. I really hope
the team can update this because it's massive and really nice to explore....just needs more content. It would also be great if you
could interact with the people walking around the city. I played a match of soccer and it was fun I have no suggestions for
soccer.
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What could have been a really engaging story, with decent puzzles to keep the player engaged and provide a sense of
participation\/accomplishment, is unfortunately let down rather badly by poor game mechanics and puzzle choices. It is
generally not possible to progress from an area until you have discovered every single clue there is, which is fair, but in that case
those clues should be easier to find (with the difficulty resting on the subsequent puzzles and deductions). What this game does
is leave the player furiously scrabbling for walkthroughs, or in my case, several walkthroughs, to find the answers to puzzles that
are not just hard, but outright nonsensical. In one case, every walkthrough I have found simply gave up and brute-forced the
answer through repeat tries.

Unfortunately this all culminated in a stealth scene that, if failed, fails the entire game (which is a bit steep for a game without
autosaves, didn't I mention? SAVE OFTEN!). Maybe it was the conversion to newer systems with expanded graphics, but
character movements glitch through, over and behind objects, and this seems to have disrupted the mechanics of that scene,
making it impossible to succeed, even when following walkthroughs to the letter. As such, the game was unplayable beyond that
point, which I am told is about halfway through.

So unless you see indications that these problems have been fixed, save yourself the expense... and the pain of an endlessly
looping soundtrack as Holmes combs every square inch of every level with his magnifying glass, seeking THAT one final clue.

Elementary, my dear Watson. Don't buy it!. A.I. Invasion is a top-down shooter that has you and your squad of soldiers
completing different tasks and killing a load of mech robots to reclaim the world.

I'm definitely looking forward to this game coming out of early access over the next few months :D I've only played the first 2
missions at the time of writing this review but so far here are the pros and the cons of the game in my opinion:

Pros:
Smooth Gameplay.
A lot of action.
Well structured levels.
Nice graphics.
Good price.
It has an objective marker on the map so you know where to go during missions.

Cons:
When in the middle of an objective the map won't display the objective marker which left me exploring a friendly base for like
15 minutes thinking it was the enemy base and I didn't have a clue that the objective was in the opposite direction.

I've edited this review as there was a couple more cons which the developer kindly cleared up for me in a reply to this review.

This review is based only off the first 2 levels in the game. I recommend this game as I enjoy it a lot but it needs new content
quickly otherwise it won't carry a good amount of enjoyment for long.

This isn't the most detailed review and it might not help you decide if you want to buy it or not so here is some gameplay to
hopefully help you decide: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=M8cNRClBqs0 (WARNING: This video may contain
spoilers). Playing without visuals is a very interesting mechanic, and occasionally it did work well. However, there is a very
limited amount of different sounds (so you end up pushing buttons in response to whether the sound is to your left or right), and
fighting is quite annoying. I gave up the game after I tried to defend some fishermen who had saved me - I simply wasn\\'t sure
if I was even hitting the monster, and I always ended up dying. Note that this means that I have not finished the game.

You can try the game\\'s first levels out for free on your smartphone to get a feel for it, which I recommend. Playing on PC
shouldn\\'t add much to the experience.. Goblin storm is an operational level strategy game set in a fantasy realm. It's fast paced
(a playthrought takes 1-2 hours) but has enough variation, throught different factions' playstyle and randomize objectives, that it
never feel repetitive.

It's heavily focused on manuvering. As human (defender) you never have quite enough forces to be everywhere and as goblin
(attacker) you cannot waste time and resources to smash the human resistance. Goblin storm defenitly gives you the "Barbarossa
campaign" feel in a fantasy setting.
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While the interface might lack some bells and whistles it doesn't gets in your way by becoming clunky and the bugs are ironed
out quickly by the very active developers.

If you are looking for a strategy game that can be played in one session and with multiplayer capabilty, then Goblin Storm is the
game for you. This is an overall fun and visually impressive Nancy Drew game, especially for fans of this series or point-and-
click games in general. It was a little shorter than I remember them being (haven't played a Nancy Drew game in a LONG time),
but it was still quite challenging, even in Junior Detective mode. It was intriguing enough that I plan to replay it on Senior Mode
and try to get the rest of the achievements at some point. The only part I couldn't stand was taking photos for one of the
students, which got tedious and had little to do with the plot of the game. I enjoyed running the snack shop a little too much, and
the mini-games were fun. Definitely recommend, especially for newer point-and-click players.. I mean, we're basically living in
a world where we're being tracked and viewed as corporate commodities, so this game isn't much of a stretch. Still, I found
myself really enjoying Orwell - so much so that I purchased the next game in the series (Ignorance is Strength) shortly after
completing it. The basic premise behind Orwell is that you're an investigator snooping on your fellow citizens in order to
connect the dots behind a larger conspiracy. Your choices, of course, will have an impact on the game's ending; they'll also
decide the fate of individual characters - whether they escape, get arrested, or even die. The storyline is interesting and presents
you with a lot of ethical dilemmas; things are never black and white, although you can certainly make some intriguing choices
trying to adhere to such a worldview.

Overall, I don't have many complaints about the game itself. The UI is pretty slick and easy to navigate. Music is nice. However,
I wish there was a way to easily skip\/speed through phone calls and such. If you want to unlock every achievement, then you'll
need to play through the game 3 or 4 times; having the ability to skip or speed through certain dialogues\/events would make
that feel less cumbersome. I mean, it's worthwhile to replay the game just to see what happens when you make different choices
or approach situations from another perspective; it can just feel a bit tedious when you're looking for a specific achievement.

As an added bonus, the second game in the series (Orwell: Ignorance is Strength) takes the events of the first game into
consideration. You can even import your investigator's decisions, allowing you to relive the events of the first game while
playing through the second. I won't spoil anything, but I like that the developer made that decision; it ties the games together
nicely. I'd recommend this game for fans of the cyberpunk\/dystopian genres, especially - you'll definitely appreciate the themes
and overall feel of the game.. MP maps :
- Collision : Straightforward threelane map with an underground flank route ; works very well. A-10 Strafe Run as map killstreal
:)
- Ruins : The map when you can become The Predator ; quite faithful to the movies. Visually more messy than the other maps
but this is due to the location. Not the most fun map I guess.
- Behemoth : This map's size is divided on it's lengh, it has a somewhat permanent feeling of verticality and have a nice flank
route beneath the rest that connects to the long platform at the west side of the map. Map Killstreak is powerful !
- Unhearthed : Remake of MW3's dome ; except the graphics are 100x times better and the art style more appealing.
Contains Seeker cryptids as map killstreak and the Venom-X Special Weapon as usable Easter Egg.

Mayday : This time you're on a ship, with a new alien type, the seeder and new unlockable paths, doors ; which give you access
to item schematic and boxes. The end is a Boss Fight with a Kraken ! The map is harder than Nightfall and Point of Contact, be
aware.. This game is not in a state that is worth your time, and judging by the amount of interest in the beta, it probably never
will. 2 nights of dull gameplay is not worth any amount of money, and the game uses it's irregular artstyle as a crutch to trick
someone into thinking it has value. Skip this.. wouldnt be a bad game if the physics were alot better. vehicle response isn't very
good and not very detailed compared to the map. was very disappointed
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